MARLUX ™

WORLD-CLASS DISPOSABLE PRIVACY CURTAINS

Replace your curtains
in under

3 MINUTES

with
MARLUX™ FAST-FIT

With
built-in
antibacterial
technology,
independent fire testing, full customisation and
a range of tracking solutions available, make
MARLUX™ your number one choice for
disposable privacy curtains.
BUILT-IN ANTIBACTERIAL TECHNOLOGY

FULLY CUSTOMISABLE

FIRE RETARDANT

• Customisable print area
• Any drop and three
standard widths
• Pastel Blue, Bali Sand,
Forest Green and
Summer Blue colour
options
• Mesh top available

• Fully compliant with
BS5867-2:2008 Type C
• Ultrasonic welding in
place of thread
• Independent testing in
the UK
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HOOKING AND
TRACKING
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• Exclusive partnership with
infection control market
leader, Microban®
• Antibacterial technology
built-in as standard
during the production
process
• Kills up to 99.99% of
harmful bacteria on
curtain surfaces
• Effective protection
against bacteria 24/7
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• Three hooking system
options: Fast-Fit,
Universal and Uni-Glide
• Fast-Fit for speed and
ease of replacement –
under three minutes to fit
• Convert your existing
tracks with Adapt-a-Track
• Installation support
• Anti-ligature track
available

SERVICE AND SUPPORT
•
•
•
•

Fitting and installation service
Surveying service
Range of service contracts
Free recycling for non-clinical curtain
waste
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Why Marlux?
For more than 30 years, Marlux has retained its reputation as a well-respected and trusted
British manufacturer. Having pioneered one of the world's first disposable privacy curtains
in 2003, today we continue to lead the way in innovation in infection control disposable
curtains. Our recent investment in state-of-the-art inhouse printing facilities is just one
example of our commitment to responding to customers’ needs.
From our UK-based manufacturing, storage and distribution facility in the heart of the West
Midlands, we can quickly and easily respond to customer requirements.
Quality, traceability and independent testing, along with our collaboration with leading
suppliers and specialists, means you can depend on Marlux as your long-term partner for
disposable privacy curtains.

Get in touch to find out more about our products and services
+44 (0) 1217 835 777
sales@marluxmedical.com
www.marluxmedical.com

